
Round 1        Name these water creatures and sea/fish foods (all 1 word answers) 
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Round 2 

 The first 10, six-letter, words ending in the letters ‘DER’  
[In previous series there was clarification about the dictionary being used, most recently Chambers 21st Century 
Dictionary on Chambers.co.uk, but not this time.] b-f  
 
 
 

 The 10 mainland Australian states and capitals  
 
 
 

Round 3 

1 Who wrote the book `Wuthering Heights` in 1847? 

2 Which British Prime Minister was assassinated in 1812? 

3 What is the plural of `axis`? 

4 A dipsomaniac would be obsessed with what? 

5 In the famous Monty Python sketch, what type of dead parrot did John Cleese take back to the shop? 

6 Which of the following operas was first performed before the other two? The Magic Flute, 
Carmen or Fidelio? 

7 Who did Sitting Bull call `little sure shot`? 

8 What was Princess Diana`s maiden name? 

9 Why was Louise Brown famous in 1978? 

10 Which organ of the human body does Hepatitis affect? 

11 What was the number of the Apollo mission that first landed on the moon? 

12 What type of antique furniture was a cheval? 

13 What was the first man-made object to move faster than the speed of sound? 

14 In which British city would you find Arthur`s Seat? 

15 Which element spontaneously ignites in normal air? 

16 How many lines does a limerick have? 

17 In which seaside town was the TV show `Fawlty Towers` set? 

18 Which American president gave the order to withdraw from the Vietnam War? 

19 Which painter`s works include `The Bathers` and `La Loge`? 

20 Which motorway circles London? 

 

 
  



Answers 22-07 

Round 1 Name these water creatures and sea/fish foods (all 1 word answers) 

1 crab 
2 lobster  
3 crayfish  
4 squid  
5 octopus  

6 starfish  
7 cockles  
8 mussels  
9 shrimp  
10 scallop  

11 eel  
12 caviar  
13 clams  
14 oyster  
15 periwinkle 

 

Round 2 

 The first 10, six-letter, words ending in the letters ‘DER’  
[In previous series there was clarification about the dictionary being used, most recently Chambers 21st 
Century Dictionary on Chambers.co.uk, but not this time.] b-f  

bender 
binder 
border

cinder 
dodder 
feeder 

fender  
finder 
fodder 

folder 

 

 The 10 mainland Australian states and capitals  

New South Wales - Sydney  
Queensland - Brisbane  
South Australia - Adelaide 

Victoria - Melbourne  
Western Australia - Perth

 

Round 3 

1 Who wrote the book `Wuthering Heights` in 1847? Emily Bronte 

2 Which British Prime Minister was assassinated in 1812? Spencer Percival 

3 What is the plural of `axis`? axes 

4 A dipsomaniac would be obsessed with what?  Alcohol 

5 In the famous Monty Python sketch, what type of dead parrot did John Cleese take back to 
the shop? Norwegian Blue 

6 Which of the following operas was first performed before the other two? The Magic Flute, 
Carmen or Fidelio? The Magic Flute 

7 Who did Sitting Bull call `little sure shot`? Annie Oakley 

8 What was Princess Diana`s maiden name? Spencer 

9 Why was Louise Brown famous in 1978?  Test Tube baby  

10 Which organ of the human body does Hepatitis affect?  Liver 

11 What was the number of the Apollo mission that first landed on the moon? 11 

12 What type of antique furniture was a cheval? mirror 

13 What was the first man-made object to move faster than the speed of sound?  whip 

14 In which British city would you find Arthur`s Seat? Edinburgh 

15 Which element spontaneously ignites in normal air? Phosporus 

16 How many lines does a limerick have? 5 

17 In which seaside town was the TV show `Fawlty Towers` set? Torquay 

18 Which American president gave the order to withdraw from the Vietnam War? Richard Nixon  

19 Which painter`s works include `The Bathers` and `La Loge`? Renoir 

20 Which motorway circles London? M25 


